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No matter how beautiful a person or object is time can only tell how long it will stay the same. This is
a proven fact. The only thing that you can do to maintain health and vigor is to live a disciplined and
junk-free life. Do away with all the stress and learn to handle situations in a more calm and subtle
way. These principles hold true for your precious gems, accessories, ornaments, and of course you
crystal jewelry. It is solely up to you to safeguard and ensure that the quality of your crystal jewelries
is not compromised. The task protecting your jewelries from burglars can be accomplished using
security devices like ADT Security Services but here I am talking about maintaining it properly to
secure its quality.

You really do not have to give a fuss about caring for your crystal jewelry. Nevertheless it is your
responsibility if you want them to continue making you look better and better each time you wear
them. Face it. Your crystals are not immortals. Every time you use them there is a chance that their
features can be altered just like when you start to age. As your daily utilization increases, the
crystals in your jewelry tend to lose a certain degree of what is called as its luster. This is the
property of the crystal that gives it a unique glow and brilliance. This is what makes it stand among
other accessories. Can you imagine crystals without that glowing effect?

If you start to notice that after a series of usage, your crystal begins to show signs of dullness but
still it is not yet time to take it out with the other trash in the house. It is way too precious. You must
begin by employing two trustee allies to help you salvage the quality of your crystal jewelry. Get to
know two things commonly used to maintain a high standard of hygiene. These are your very
accessible baby wipes and your common household friend the rubbing alcohol.

Since most of the crystal jewelry in the market is being nabbed by women let us take a look at how
simple body care procedures can ruin the quality of precious crystals. Women tend to put a lot of
items on their body to keep its moisture and glow intact. There are oil and lotions, hairsprays and
gels, and who would forget those time consuming make-ups. But be careful these are the ones that
lead your crystal jewelry to lose their touch in making you look astonishing. I am not suggesting you
to stop using all those make-up materials, indeed I know it is not wise to suggest a woman stop
using creams and gels. Just try to keep you crystal jewelries away during your make-ups so that
they are not in contact with each other.

Nevertheless you can wipe your worries away by utilizing the ever reliable baby wipe. It is really
easy and manageable. Ladies can effortlessly engage in the caring of their precious jewelry by
holding a piece of baby wipe using their fingers and thumbs. You can then let the crystals slip along
the wipe until they are as good as new. Make sure you do this trick to all of your crystals. Afterwards
the cleaning process is complete by utilizing a plain tissue or cotton to dry your crystal jewelry off.

Another option you can consider in maintaining the integrity of your crystal jewelry is by using a
liquid solution. Now this solution is produced by mixing tap water with dish soap and rubbing
alcohol. It offers a reliable way of cleaning off the effects of lotions, oils, and hair sprays on your
beloved crystals. You are assured that they are squeaky and sparkling clean. Make sure to
safeguard your crystal jewelry and they will do the same for your reputation and appearance.
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Mark D - About Author:
Being a freelance writer and active blogger I never forgot to share my thoughts with rest of the world
using internet. Crystals improvise our appearance and expects a little care in return.  Apart from
protecting it using services like a ADT Security Services, one should also secure it from chemicals
or oils to actually safeguard its quality.
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